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WEDNESDAY

For the birds
Illinois State defeats Eastern 16-91n Normal on
Thesday.
Page 12 SPORTS

State board
sees change
in leadership
+ Artificial turf, University Court
sprinklers approved at IBHE meet ing
By John Chambers
ADM INISTRATION ED ITOR

STEP HEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO ED ITOR

Sheryl Thomas, deputy county clerk at the Coles County Courthouse, counts ballots Tuesday night at the courthouse.

Sales tax increase passes
By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

A referendum to raise the c ity sales tax by .5 percent was approved following Thesday's local elections.
After all 45 precincts' votes were cast, the proposal
passed with a 940-530 vote In favor.
The current 6.25 percent sales tax will be increased
to 6.75 percent to take pressure off property tax costs
for local citizens. The .5 percent will be divided, allotting .25 percent to property tax relief and the other .25
percent to Infrastructure improvements.
~The Increase will go into effect January of next
year," Mayor Dan Cougill said.
During the Jan. 22 council meeting, the Charleston
City Council approved placing the sales tax increase
onto the local election ballots. When this proposal was
made, Cougill said the tax Increase would benefit anyone who drives on local roads or turns to Charleston
pollee, fire or ambulance for help.
Council members unanimously approved the proposal to include a referendum on the election ballots.
Cougill said, "The 6.75 percent sales tax Is still significantly lower than all other public university
cities."
State statutes limit sales tax Increases to a .5 percent hike. Council members assured this raise would
be the highest Charleston could go following state regulations.
SEE TAX
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The Bridge Lounge in the University Walkway was transformed into a
polling place Tuesday for the election. According to e lection judges, only
four people stopped to vote at the Union booth.

The Illinois Board of Higher Education changed
chairs at the start of the board meeting Thesday.
James Kaplan replaced Steven Lesnik as chair.
The change was unexpected, said interim
President Lou Hencken.
~ I do know Mr. Kaplan Is a member of the same
political party as the governor," Hencken said, adding
he did not know another reason for the sWitch.
He said the meeting was fairly uneventful after
~ bombshells from that."
The board approved a sprinkler system for
University Court apartments and turf for O'Brien
Stadium without question, he said.
Sprinklers
be
will
installed this
"We were optimistic in
summer and
the
next
the fact that it didn't
around all 10
require student fees or
a partment
buildings for
appropriated dollars."
an estimated
$1.2 million.
-Richard McDuffie
The installation will be
paid for by bonds.
The other project will install artificial turf on the
football field and the areas between the field and
track for $750,000.
The project will be paid for through outside
sources and by last month $600,000 had been
raised, director of athletics Richard McDuffie
said.
He said the amount Is still the same this month,
but the turf could also be funded through state
grants.
The board's approval was not surprising,
McDuffie said.
~we were optimistic in the fact that it didn't
require student fees or appropriated dollars," he
said.
The final bid for a company installing the turf
will be reviewed by the Board of Trustees April14.
Thrf construction begins June 1.
The board also discussed faculty diversity in
higher education.
The agenda item was In response to a 2001
report on a study of diversity.
The report, "Gateway to Success: Rethinking
Access and Diversity for a New Century" focused
on minority faculty, but also researched female
and handicapped faculty, according to a report to
the board.
Discussion centered on ways to recruit diverse
faculty members to campuses, Hencken said.
Board members will have specific recommendations In August.
Eastern is comparable to other state institutions
in hiring diverse faculty.

AB looking to decrease reserve account minimum balance
By James Washburn
STAFF WRITER

The Apportionment Board last
week spent the majority of its
meeting discussing the possibility
of using some of its reserve
account to replace some machinery In the student recreation center.
For this process to begin, the AB
must change one of its bylaws. Part
of the bylaw reads: "Except In the
event of dire emergencies, the balance in the Apportionment Board
Reserve Account shall not fall
below $100,000."

The reserve account totals more
than $123,000. The reserve account
serves as financial insurance for
the AB, Sports and Recreation,
Student Government, the Dramatic
Players and the University Board,
which all receive allocated funding
through the AB.
If the AB allocated all of the
money available in the reserve
account without dipping Into the
$100,000, then it would not leave
funding available if any of the
boards found themselves in an
emergency that demanded money
from theAB.
Sports and Recreation director

Ken Baker expressed the need to
replace the 37 fitness machines
that are currently 12 years old and
proposed several ways to replace
the machinery. His first proposal
Involved for allocations of $25,000
over the course of the next four
years, totaling $100,000.
He also said it would be acceptable to accomplish the task over a
two-year period, or they could simply replace the machines as they
break down. This latter proposal
Involved much discussion about
safety, and the majority of the
board seemed like they were Interested In providing the rec center

with at least $25,000 next year.
The board decided to wait until
its meeting Thursday night to discuss the matter further.
Amy Leonard, AB chair, said she
may author a bylaw change, which
would lower the minimum amount
of the AB's reserve account to
$75,000. If the AB decides to vote
In favor of the bylaw change, the
amendment would have to be
approved by the Student Senate,
then acting Vice President for
Student Affairs Shirley Stewart
and finally interim President Lou
Hencken, Leonard said.
"I think it's a good idea," said

Brice Donnelly, chair of tuitions
and fees. "It's kind of strange we
haven't done it yet."
Several members voiced their
support to use the students' money
instead of letting it sit in an
account, while others were more
skeptical about using the reserved
funding. According to Leonard,
this Issue is currently on the agenda for the meeting Thursday night,
and will probably Include serious
debate.
The meeting will be 7 p.m .
Thursday
night
in
the
Arcola/Thscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Union.
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Curb-side recycling
being examined by
the Student Senate
+ Some are afraid a
program would
bankrupt smalfer waste
collecting businesses
By Lea Erwin
STAFF WRITER

"Right now we are
going to take one step
at a time."
-Bill Davidson

The Student Senate is addressing the issue of off-campus recycling.
Senate Speaker Bill Davidson
said this is an important issue
that Student Government and
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
supports.
There are three recycling drop
off bins, one between the
McDonald's and the Fire Station
on Lincoln Avenue. The other two
are located in the Charleston
area. The Student Senate wants
to bring curb-side recycllng to
Coles County through the development of an off-campus recycling program.
Davidson said the idea isn't
new. The county board addressed
the issue over the past years.
County polls said 96 percent of
Coles County wants curbside
recycling.
"Basically curb side recycling
is the same as the Prairie State
Waste, (one of the larger waste
management companies) . It
would contract the same people
and the recycling program would
work through this company, • said
Ryan Herdes, of the chair
University Development and
Recycllng Committee.
Davidson said: "But few members of the county board are
reluctant because of the business
interests Within Coles County. A
good number of county members
are interested, but don't want to

shut down the smaller waste collecting
business
owners.
Businesses performed lobbying
efforts; they don't want to be out
of business.•
In other words, if the program
effect
the
goes
into
smaller businesses will go bankrupt because the recycllng program would take over their business.
As far as the cost for the program, a committee has been set
up to investigate the estimated
cost of curb-side recycling and
it found the cost is relatively
the same to what individuals
pay right now for regular
garbage pick up, Davidson
said.
For Davidson, the need for the
program is there.
"Specifically Coles County is in
the seventh percentile, when it
should be in the 22nd in regard to
recycling in comparison to other
counties, • he said.
He said only 5 to 7 percent of
waste materials get recycled in
Coles County.
"Right now we are going to
take one step at a time,•
Davidson said. "Such as letting
the county board know that
Eastern is behind Curb-side
Recycllng 100 percent, and student
government
is
willing and ready to bring it
here."

CORRECTIONS
A headline in Tuesday's edition of The Dally Eastern News was
incorrect. The sales tax increase on the election ballot is .5 percent.
Also in Thesday's edition, Lisa Flam's title was incorrect. Flam is
student vice president for student affairs.
The News regrets the errors.
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Robert Smith, assistant director of admissions at Logan College of Chiropractics in Chesterfield, Mo., talks to students about jobs in the chiropractic field Tuesday evening in room 3071 of the Life Sciences Building.

Chiropractic profession has
many benefits, advantages
By Megan Cranmer
STAFF WRITER

To be in the health care field,
a desire to help people is
required.
This also has to do with the the
safest practice in health care, the
chiropractic field.
Robert Smith, assistant director of admissions of Logan
College of Chiropractic, informed
pre-health care students Thesday
about the great opportunities of
this career.
Students were in a comfortable
atmosphere with their friends
and peers sipping on beverages
and munching on provided
snacks. The six students listened
intently while Smith talked of chi-

ropractic benefits.
The discussion was about the
impressive income a chiropractor
can make.
Smith also talked about the joy
of being self.employed or the ability to work in the military or at a
hospital. Smith said one of his former staff members worked with
legendary baseball player Mark
McGwire.
Chiropractors can find many
places to work, Smith said.
He showed a 10-minute video
about his school that tried to convince people to go into the field.
"The main goal for our school is
to get the students out to talk to
people," Smith said. "School is the
easy part; the real world is where
you utilize the skills you learned in

school."
Logan College, in Chesterfield,
Mo., was the basis of much of the
conversation.
Nicole Orwar, a j unior biology
pre-med major, mentioned she
wasn't thinking about going into
chiropractics, but now she is debating on it.
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the premedical honors society the speech
was presented to, attended the
meeting for a look into future
career options.
~This was a very good opportunity for our organiZation, • said
Mase Boshart, a junior biology
major and society member.
"We gained deeper understanding of chiropractic medicine and
philosophy. •

Fair will present new technology
By Nick Westendorf
STA FF WR I TER

The second-annual Educational
Technology Fair will introduce
new ways to incorporate technology into their classrooms to educators.
The fair will be from 4:30 to 7:30
p.m. Wednesday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
More than 100 people are
expected to attend and is open to
the public.
The fair will feature 28 interactive displays and will include Web

sites, projects by members of the
faculty, digital albums and other
presentations, said Jennifer
Smith, assistant to the director of
school and university partnerships.
The event is sponsored by the
school and university partnerships, department of the college of
education and professional studies.
An organization called PT3,
which stands for Preparing
Tomorrow's Teachers to Use
Technology, is funding the fair.
Smith described PT3 as, "a
three-year federal grant program
that gives mini-federal grants to

teachers in order to assist them
incorporate technology into the
classroom.·
Some presentations will have
displays independent of the grants,
although most will demonstrate
what students and educators were
able to achieve through PT3
grants. The displays Will include
Project WOW, a collaborative
effort between third-graders and
Eastern students. Smith described
WOW as a series of Web sites
investigating the Lewis & Clark
expedition using web resources,
digital imaging and other technologies.
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Some faculty
races still
undecided
By John Chambers
ADMINISTRAT I ON ED I TOR

Election
results

The
F aculty
Senate
+ Faculty
approved results of faculty
Senate: Bud
committee elections without
Fischer, John
Allison, John
approving the candidates.
Hernry
Members to the councils
Pommier, Leo
and committees were nomiComerford and
nated, but additional names
John Stimac.
wer e written in for some
positions at the polls last
+ Council on
Academic
Thesday and Wednesday.
Affairs: Juile
Those write-ins must be
Deitz, Debra
eligible to serve and be conReid and Jean
tacted to make sur e they
Dilworth.
want the position, said Doug
Br andt, p hysics pr ofessor
and chair of t he senate
Elections Committee.
"For positions that had candidates (already) .
the nominated candidates all had the most
amount of votes," he said.
The senate must review results before they ar e
finalized . Candidates will be approved next
Thesday after the senate meeting .
The election will change members hip to 11
committees, such as the Council on University
Planning and Budget and Council on Academic
Affairs.
Even with t he write-ins, the election ran
smoothly."This is the most refined process we've
ever had," said Reed Benedict , sociology professor and senate member.
Ties are settled by tradition.
"There 's a mechanism in the senate for settling
the tie, which includes the infamous coin toss,·
senate chair Anne Zahlan said.
Most committee memberships last t hree years .
Only tenure or tenure-track facu lty an d
depar tment chairs could vote.
Membership was contested on the senate,
Council on Academic Affairs , Academic Program
Elim ination Review Committee, Council on
Gr aduate Studies and Council on Faculty
Research.
Five faculty wer e selected at-large to the senate. Those who will serve are: associate biology
pr ofessor Robert F ischer; English professor
John Allison; recreation administration professor John Henry Pommier ; math professor Leo
Comerfor d and John Stimac, assistant geology
and geography professor.
T hree seats were available to CAA. Those
elected are: associate health studies professor
Julie Dietz; assistant history professor Debra
Reid and Jean Dilworth, professor with the
School of Family and Consumer Sciences.
One position is open to the Elimination Review
Committee. Assistant physical education professor William Russell will serve.
One mem ber fr om the College of Business and
Applied Sciences and one from the College of
Sciences was selected for t he Council on
Graduate Studies. Melanie Burns, assistant professor with the School of Family and Consumer
Sciences, and assistant economic professor Eric
Hake will serve.
One mem ber from humanities and one from
social sciences will serve on the Council on
Faculty Research. English professor Richar d
Sylvia and associate psychology professor Gar y
Canivez will serve.
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Above:
Charleston
Middle School
seventh-grader
Matthew
Stewart
explores the
campus pond
for crayfish and
whirligig beetles
Tuesday afternoon. "They
actually make
great pets,"
Stewart said.
Right: Stewart's
Mason jar holds
a few whirligig
beetles to take
home.

Thursday, April 3, 12-6pm
UNION BALLROOM
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE - GIVE BLOOD!
WALK-INS WELCOME!

3

4
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OPINION

Tell it like it is, fellow patriots

H
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Michelle Jones, Editor tn chief
Jamie Fetty, Managing editor
Nate Bloomquist, News editor
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Karen Kirr, Editorial page editor
Matt Meinheit, Sports editor
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EDITORIAL

Enough
is enough

already

Scribbling messages In chalk and paint on sidewalks, Windows and statues like chJldren draw hop-

scotch games and four square games is one form of
vandalism and disrespect; kicking In drywall is

Jamie Fetty
Managing editor
and bi-weekly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern Nevvs
Fetty also is a
junior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 a
jetetty@eiu.edu

Many of us across the political
spectrum toss around the words
"free speech" these days. But I
think more of us ought to take full
advantage of those rights.
Gloria Stelnem, a longtime femlnist
leader and creator ofMs. magazine.
spoke at Southern D1lnols University at
Edwardsville March 19. The St. Louts
Past-Dispatch coverage of her words
asked In Its readJ.ine, "Gloria Stelnem
at 69: More radical With age?"
Some of the comments that
earned Stelnem this sort of speculation were, "Bush is not our elected
president. He took office due to
fraud In Flortda. He is an illegitimate leader and does not deserve
our respect or obedience. H e is
making us hated around the world."
When Natalie MaJnes of the Dixie
Chicks said she was embarrassed
Bush was a Thxan, Clear Channel
Corrununlcatlons pulled the act's
newest single from its many radio stations. The media conglomerate is In
bed With the Bush administration
through the newly watered-down FCC
run by Colin Powell's son MaJnes
later apologiZed for her comments.
Michael Moore's bestselling book,
Sti.Jpld White Men, explained fully the
theft of the White House from the
Amertcan public. After accepting his
Best Documental)' Oscar for Bowllng
for ColumbJne, Moore called out our
fictitious "president" and declared
Amertca did not support the war In

"The fact is these
statements are not
radical. "
Iraq. People's booing drowned out
much of Moores speech
Apparently I'm In the mlnortty
because I fall to see what is radical
about those statements - they are
facts. 1be people of the United
States did not elect George W. Bush
president by a popular or electoral
vote. The Supreme Court took that
Inalienable rtght away from us.
People got tired of folloWing the
stoty when it dragged on too long
and just wanted an answer. People
got bored With their ciVic duty and
someone else decided for them.
lbey should have popped a Ritalin
and stayed the course.
1be implications of this mistake
won't be fully realized for some
time. 1be simple mathematical
truth is that most Amertcans didn't
vote for either Bush or Al Gore, and
the second largest number voted
for Gore. I don't think Gore is
Superman or our nation's savior; I
just think he won the damn election.
Also a fact is that Bushes - that
is Jeb and G.W. - teamed up with
the equally chilling Kathertne
Harrts to ttnker with the voter rolls

to Bush's advantage.
But despite clear evidence that
Bush was not fairly elected and is
more guilty of dragging our name
through the mud than an army of
scapegoats, Stelnem gets called a
radical and elicits shock.
Still, on Moore's Web site,
http://wwwmichaelmoore.rom, he
claims a small group started the txxr
lng. and a lot of the noise came from
his supporters booing the booers.
Much of Moore's actiVism is grounded
In the notion that rnc:5t of the people In
America support his VieWs, eVidenced
by Sti.Jpld White Mens tremendous
sales (it sold more copl€S than any
other nonfiction book In 2002).
I ru>e to my feet and cheered wiHI
Ani DlFraxn declared, "He is rx:t president of me, • at a concert last spring.
and so did rHirly everyore trere.
The fact is these statements are not
radical They aren't the stuff of crazy.
tree-hugging. tofu-eating, communedwelling. dirty hippie liberals. More
people agree With us than King Bush
II would like to have you believe.
It's time for the true majority ofthis
rountry to say it all Stand up to the people wlx> are raping our Coostltutlon..
Here, I'll start. Bush, I InVite you to
sit m a tack, cram it With walnuts, pisS
up a rq>e and get the hell out ofour
White House. No one likes you; you're
a total rroron, and you're going to get
us all killed.
OK, Amertca. Your tum.

another.
1be messages people have wrttten across campus

expressing their thoughts on the conflict In Iraq may
be a chJldish way to get their opinions across and
should stop, but at least the wrtters have good motivations.
Who would be as stupid to
kick multiple holes In the drywall of an under construction
building on campus?
1be Individual or IndiViduals,
student or non student, who vandallzed the new Human SerVices
Building hurt the campus.
Students should not want to
destroy the place they attend
school, and other Individuals also

At issue
The vandalism
r:l the unfinished

Human Selvices
Building

Our stance
Regardless of
who is causing
the damage, it

needs to stop.
Vandalism will
only prolong the
construction
project.

should respect property that is
not their own.
1be reason behind the action
obviously will be a mystety unless the vandal(s)
speak up. Only guesses can be taken now.
We're not advocattng pranks, but if people want to
be chJldish and pull a prank, they should do something harmless and funny, not something stupid and
damaging.
Someone or some group of people kicked and
poked more than 10 holes Into drywall on the first
and second floors of the building In progress between
Thomas and Klehm halls. 1be person(s) responsible
took advantage of the vulnerability of an open buildIng under construction and created $1,600 In damage.
Anyone can get In the building while it's under construction. It would not be too hard to climb the fence,

and the building cannot be secured before doors and
windows are In place.
But to actually do such a thing is beyond Inappropriate, beyond Immature and beyond stupid. No one
should have any reason to go near the building, much
less to cause destruction to it.
Also, Eastern's construction projects get delayed
eoough because of weather problems, contract bid
delays or other unforeseen clraunstances; those can
be annoying or frustrattng problems, but a delay
because of a vandal is angertng.
1be vandalism will delay the project for at least
three days as extra work now needs to be done; work
that was already tlnished must be redone.
"It's not a big deal, but we have enough problems
already," a project coordinator for Human Services

said.
Yeah, three days is not too long of a setback, but
any setback because of vandalism is extremely
uncalled for.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

Widespread ignorance in society
If any positive can be salvaged from the International
tension of late, I believe it is a
bitter reality check. Amertcans
have been exposed to the harsh
truth that other nations do not
like us, and no one seems to
know why. Why do they hate
us? I blame "reality" television.
What does "Road Rules" and
"The Bachelor" have to do with
the current gross level of antiamerican sentiment? The
answer is found In perspective.
1be disgusttng objection to
war with Iraq - led by France
and Germany, is however
backed by a few valid arguments, one being the Amertcan
people are uneducated about
the situation and its ramitlcations. 1b back this argwnent
you need not look further than
Amertcan teens. In a recent
survey commissioned and published by National Geographic,
a sad statlstlc revealed that less
than 15% of the subjects could
locate Iraq on a map. Only 17
percent could locate
Afghanistan, even though the
survey was carried out during

the war.
It's baffling to me how, In
general, students seem so uneducated about who Saddam
Hussein and Kim Jong Dare,
yet memorize evety detail
about the contenders In
"Reality» 1V shows. They are
unfamlliar to words like
"Sanctions" or "Weapons of
Mass Destruction" yet can
recite evety detail about the
contenders In the Bachelor
down to what bubble gum they
like or if they were a dog.
which breed would they be?.
Ask a student what they
thought of the latest Inspection
report by Hans Bllx, and the
student will stare at you In
beWilderment. Ask who Evan
Marriott from "Joe Millionaire"
should have proposed to and be
prepared to receive more
detailed opinion and over analysis than a U.N. weapons InspeCtion team could ever decipher.
It's just a gross fact that young
amertcans are paying more
attention to reality teleVision
and entertainment than the rurrent events that are going to

shape the world our chJldren
live ln. Well the true "reality" of
the s ituation is this - foreign
nations are going to conttnue to
despise a vety rtch and vety
uneducated culture that is ignorant to the struggles and confllcts of others.
Granted, as a society we
can't put our lives on hold evety
time a new threatening news
alert happens, and entertainment can be used as a break to
loosen our nerves; however, the
sad truth is more people are
going to tune Into "Amertcan
Idol" than Wolf Blitzer Reports
on any given night
Some argue they don't want
to know more about Iraq, North
Korea, and terrortsm because it
is frtghtenlng. While certainly
disturbing, as a society our government system functions of
off education. Ifpeople are not

educated about the reality of
the rest of the world, how can
we elect the proper officials to
deal With the dangers for us?
Ask yourself how often do
you actually read the news In
the newspaper and notjust
glance at the cartoons In the
back.
When was the last time you
tuned Into a CNN show
instead of "The Real World?"
Well maybe as a culture we
should check our television
viewing prtortties, because
the characters In my "Real
World " include some guys
named Bush, Rurnsfeld and
Powell, and believe me they
are taking action much more
drastic than talking behind
Saddam's back.
Thm Robideau
Freshman history major

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it conci se.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Run/walk for non-violence Grounds maintenance crew
answers faculty questions
to fund Haiti Connection
By Tim Martin
CAMPUS EDITO R

The pot of gold isn't found at the end of
the rainbow, but rather at the beginning for
participants of the seventh annual 5K
run/walk for non-violence on April 26.
Donations from businesses and pledges
will have been generated when the estimated 100 runners and walkers toe the starting
line near the Newman Catholic Center.
"As much as students grumble about
having to wake up at 10 in the morning,
they do show up," said Roy Lanham, adviser of the Haiti Connection, one of the two
projects that will receive funds from the
walk. "The energy of the people is really
wonderful."
T-shirts can be purchased and orders must
be received by April 7. The entry fee for
walking or running is a free-will donation.
Lanham, who has participated in each of
the previous six years, said the walk normally generates $2,000 to $2,500; of that
total, 80 percent will go toward the Haiti
Connection and 20 percent will go to the
Coalition Against Domestic Violence.
"Right now we are raising money for a
sistern (a water-catching device) project,"
said Haiti Connection member Sean Barth.
"There is a community that we kind of
partnered up with where we are doing a
clean water project."
Although the name may suggest anti- or

pro-war affiliation, Lanham said the walk
is intended to battle the violence of poverty.
"Students see domestic and sexual violence, but the violence of poverty - sometimes people don't speak of that," he said. "If
someone doesn't have the means to care for
themselves; if they don't have health care or
shelter, that is a violence done to that family."
Brenda Weber, chairperson for the walk,
said some businesses were apprehensive of
donating money because of the political
misconception, but agreed after the situation was explained.
"The walk is to promote non-violence in
the local community and Haiti," she said.
Lanham said the walk will be in its seventh year and that is enough to detest any
possible war s lants. The choice to use the
5K walk as a fundralser as opposed to a dinner or a concert was made a few years ago.
The first couple of years the event was cosponsored by the Student Wellness Program,
which wanted to combine physical health
with the mental and spiritual.
"The Student Wellness Program said violence is so bad against the body, so why not
do something good for it?" Lanham said.
The walk begins at 10 a.m. April 26 at the
Newman Catholic Center with a free lunch
following.
Additional information can be picked up
at Newman, or by calling Weber at 3489250 or Newman at 348-0188.

By John Chambers
ADMINIST RAT ION ED ITOR

Faculty Senate members questioned representatives from Facilities Planning and
Development about their office windows.
The facilities department members told
the senate of current and future projects,
and Window improvements were on the list
The window of update will likely be an
annual event with various university
groups, said facilities interim director Carol
Strode.
Facilities department members said they
field about 30,000 requests for maintenance
each year from the university community.
Filing those requests could soon be easter,
said Jim Nantz, a director of the physical plant
The department plans to add an electronic method so anyone can type in a building
location and need for maintenance from any
university browser and see a list of all open
maintenance requests, Nantz said.
"I'd like to have something online, maybe
even this summer," he said. "The only thing
holding us back is the money."
The state budget woes were mentioned in
many of the facilities projects described to
the senate.
The Thrble Arts Building is waiting on contract bids to be signed for expansion to start
Construction will begin or is underway
for Old Main, elevator upgrades in
Stevenson Hall, the Human Services build-

ing, several housing buildings, Coleman
Hall and on data wiring in the academic and
administrative buildings, among other sites.
Replacement and renovation of windows
in Pemberton Hall is 40 percent complete,
but it must be kept in accordance with
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
requirements, said Steve Shrake, architect
and also director of physical plant.
The
Comprehensive
Technology
Planning Committee is not acting as efficient as possible, said Doug Brandt, physics
professor and senate member.
The senate decided to discuss the committee at a later meeting and possibly make
recommendations about membership.
Brandt is the only undergraduate faculty
representative.
The committee's purpose is to prioritize
the technological needs of the campus,
something not always done, Brandt said.
"Clearly we need a structure," senate
chair Anne Zahlan said. "There's just a pile
of grant applications s itting there."
Eastern still has not heard from the state
regarding action to take on Gov. Rod
Blagojevich's request for public universities to set aside 8 percent of the operating
budget for Fiscal Year 2003.
"We're still waiting with baited breath for
the Bureau of the Budget to say what
they're going to cherry pick for reserve,"
said Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs.

Student Senate to begin its review of student fee increases
Dramatic Players, $204,104 for
the University Board, $22,277 for
the AB, $31,900 for the Student
Government and $194,856 for
Sports and Recreation.
The student fee increases will
also be evaluated before getting a
final vote from Student Senate at
next week's meeting.
The Recreation Center budget
would increase by $3.80 per
semester for a total price of
$66.80 per semester. The graduate student fee increase would
rise by $1 for a total of $2 per
semester. The textbook rental fee
would increase by $3.80, for a
total of $98.95 per semester. The
Health Service and Pharmacy fee
could increase by $3.55 for a total
of $70.05 per semester. The

By Avian Carrasquillo
ST UDENT GOVE RNM ENT ED ITOR

The Student Senate Wednesday
will review the budgets of the
five fee-funded boards allocated
by the Apportionment Board and
review the fee increases decided
by the Thition and Fee Review
Committee.
Speaker of the Senate Bill
Davidson said the senate will
examine the bills and table them
for a week so senate members
can discuss the proposals further
with their constituents.
The budgets for the five feefunded boards for the 2004 fiscal
year will be discussed.
Proposed budgets for the feefunded boards are $9,238 for The

Athletic fee will be increased to
$2.45 for a total of $63.50 per
semester. The Union I Bond
Revenue fee would increase to
$4.65 for a total of $120.30 a
semester. The Student Activity
fee would increase to $1.70 for a
total of $32.50 per semester. The
Student Activity fee would be
split three ways among Student
Legal Services, which would
receive $0.32 increase. Student
Publications would receive a
$0.20 increase. Apportionment
Board would receive $1.18 fee
increase.
The
Computer
Technology fee would increase
$1.60 per semester for a total of
$89.60 per semester. A new network fee would be $48 per semester.

Davidson strongly encourages
students to attend the meeting
and voice any concerns over fees
they may have in audience participation.
Also at the meeting, the UB
will seek approval of its revised
bylaws.
Student Body President Alison
Mormino will seek approval of
$192.00 for the Bucket Brigade
painting proj ect.
A senate resolution is up for
approval to recommend that all
organizations governed by the
Student Body Constitution uphold
their bylaws.
The senate also will discuss a
recommendation to the AB to
make better use of the reserved
funds and revise its bylaws

accordingly.
In old business, the senate will
vote on the approval of a Jetter of
correspondence to the Illinois
House
Higher
Education
Appropriations Committee.
The senate also is set to
approve members to the election
commission. Margie Thcker is up
for approval as executive director, Gretchen Warner is up for
approval as the director of
records and information, Andrea
Mitchell is up for approval as the
director of poll operations and
Megan Stepp is up for approval
as director of public affairs.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m .
Wednesday in the Thscola/Arcola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
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Speed limit ordinance placed on file for inspection
By Carly Mullady

the llmit is 45 mph after the curve
and 55 after the church, Mayor
Dan Cougill said.
A unanimous vote approved the
filing, giving the publlc until the
next council meeting to look over
the ordinance.
An authorization of the Coles
County Historical Preservation
Society's ordinance was tabled by
the council because of a list of discrepancies found within the ordinance.
"It is obvious to me an awful lot
of work and an awful lot of thought
went into the ordinance, and I have
no problems with the basic premise, but I have a few speclflc concerns," Rennels said.
Most of the concerns revolved
around the powers the society's
document speclfled over council
powers and also with the request
for owners of historic property to
submit tax records for restoration

CITY ED ITOR

An ordinance to lower the posted
speed llmit on Lincoln County
Road between Fourth Street and
University Avenue was voted to be
placed on file for publlc inspection
at Thesday's Charleston City
Council meeting.
Under the ordinance, the 55 mph
county road would s low to 45 mph
and eventually drop to the city
speed limit of 30 mph at Coolidge
Avenue.
"The drop to 45 miles per hour
was a state suggestion and the
posted speed limit drop to the city
speed llmit would begin where the
city llmits start," said council
member Larry Rennels.
This would adjust the speed limit
on the section of Lincoln Highway
Road from where Coolldge connects to University Drive where

Terror suspect
attempts suicide
+ Following 24th attempt at
Guantanomo, US. militaryopens
new psychiatric wing
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) - A terror suspect
attempted suic ide at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base
in Cuba and was being treated at detention camp's
new psychiatric ward, officials said Thesday.
The man was saved by guards within seconds of
the attempt in his cell late Monday, Army Lt. Col.
Barry Johnson said.
There have been 24 suicide attempts by 17 individuals since detainees began arriving at the
remote naval base in eastern Cuba in January 2002,
officials said. None has been successful.
Johnson refused to provide further details of the
suicide attempt but said that "most of them are by
self-strangulation.•
He said that the detainee did not suffer "significant injury" and remains under observation in psychiatric facility, which opened March 23.

Tax:

About 11 percent tenure and
tentrr'e-track faculty are minorities

Collllty clerk: Voter
tmnout 'light'

CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

"Our statistics arejust about the same as state averages, • he said. "As more and more minority students
attend college, I think it's more important to hire
minority faculty. •
About 11 percent of Eastern's tenured and tenuretrack faculty are minority members, but the rate of
employing minority groups and women has
increased over the last decade, said Cynthia
Nichols, director of the Office of Civil Rights and
Diversity.
Legislation was also discussed.
Discussion focused on a blll to change the "makeup
of the state university retirement system."
Hencken said that would lead to a change of membership on the board.
A bill on tuition income was also a top issue.
House Blll 1263 would require public
universities to deposit tuition income in the
state treasury instead of holding revenues
locally.

In the Charleston Unit 1 School
District Board e lections, the
three winning seats for local candidates went to Kelly P. Miller,
Jeffrey L. Coon and Jeffrey S.
Lahr.
Miller received 1,225 votes.
Coon followed in second with
984 and the third-highest
number of votes, 956, went to
Lahr.
The lowest number of votes
went to Jake Smallhorn, who
received 510 votes. Other candidates included Jack D. Moore,
Quincy Combs, Michael K.
Murray and Michael Warner.
The fourth seat, which was
open to a rural representative,
was won by Kevin Oakley who
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year's parade problems.
"We have had serious problems
with Homecoming parades,"
Couglll said.
He mentioned troubles causing
area bands to stop participating in
the parade including injuries to
participants.
Couglll said the city enjoys the
parade and children Jove to see
parades so city officials were
eager to find a resolution.
The resolution involved added
parade marshals and "security" to
the parade route.
Couglll said the University
Pollee Department and Charleston
Pollee Department would be working in conjunction with parade
security and assigning fines to people and organizations for inappropriate behavior.
"We appreciate the students trying to protect tradition in controlling the handful who don't give a

Board:

Royal Heights Apartments

HD7 Nonh Vd..:

and determining economic hardship.
"This ordinance in no way, shape
or form requires anyone to restore
their house before issuing certification of economic hardship," said
Nora Pat Small, a member of the
preservation society.
The society turned to net income
to determine economic hardship.
City Attorney Brian Bower said
a person's net worth reflects more
than yearly net income, and that
tax records were not the proper
source. He recommended the document be tabled for "fine-tuning."
The city will develop a list of
questions and suggestions and
meet with the historic society to
form an agreeable document.
Couglll said he and council member Marge Knoop met with
Eastern external relations and
Homecoming planning representatives to discuss resolutions to last

"' •

crap about tradition," Cougill said.
"That's the best way I can put it. •
Council member Marge Knoop
also voiced gratitude toward
Eastern students' efforts at resolving parade problems.
Other issues covered by the
council were the tabllng of a lease
agreement for land on Fifth Street
and Jackson Avenue to be used as a
parking area. In order to conform
to the Unified Development Code,
changes beyond the lease agreement had to be made.
Dean Barber, head of the Publlc
Works Department, said the owners were already reluctant to make
the lease and suggested the offer
be withdrawn. The council unanimously voted to table the agreement indefinitely.
The city budget for the May 1,
2003 through April 30, 2004 fiscal
year will be discussed at a meeting
beginning at 9 a.m. Wednesday.
received 82 write-in votes.
"No one flied to run by this
posltlon, the rural position, so I
am the write-in candidate,"
Oakley said.
County Clerk Betty Coffrin
said that was an impressive number of votes for a write-in candidate.
1\vo trustees for Lakeland
Community College No. 517
were elected from three candidates. Karen Fuquah won with
2,518 votes, followed by Kent
Metzger who received 2,061
votes.
Coffrln said this year's voter
turn~ut was "very light.·
"It is always disappointing
because it takes a Jot of preparation, • she said. "We treat this j ust
like a presidential election and
we would llke to see more people."
Coffrln said more participation
from the university community
would have been nicer.
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---------------------CONFLICT IN IRAQ--------------------

PriSOfler of war rescued Battling to clear the way
by U.S. forces in Iraq
for assault on Baghdad
By The Associated Press

CAMP AS SALIYAH, Qatar (AP) - U.S.
Central Command early Wednesday confirmed the rescue of a U.S. Army prisoner of
war held captive in Iraq.
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks refused to provide any further details or identify the rescued POW.
In a brief statement, Brooks said:
"Coalition forces have conducted a successful rescue mission of a U.S. Army prisoner
of war held captive in Iraq. The soldier has
been returned to a coalition controlled area.
More details will be released as soon as possible."
The Pentagon has listed seven Americans

as captured by Iraq since the outbreak of the
war. In Washington, officials said the rescue
involved one of the seven.
1\vo U.S. Army pilots were captured
March 24 by Iraqi forces after their Apache
helicopter was forced down during heavy
fighting in central Iraq. A day earlier, five
U.S. Army soldiers had been captured near
Nasirtyah, a crossing point over the
Euphrates River.
The POWs were displayed on television by
the Iraqis in separate broadcasts.
In addition to the POWs, the Pentagon's
official tally of the number of Americans
missing is 16.

Army
ground
forces
attacked
Republican Guard units Thesday near
Karbala, scarcely 50 miles from Baghdad,
part of around-the-clock combat pointing
toward an assault on the capital. An
American POW was rescued in Iraq.
Defense officials said Army units
attacked elements of the Medina Division
of the Republican Guard in the clash near
Karbala, hitting an elite Iraqi force weakened by heavy air bombardment over several days.
pfc, Jessica Lynch, a 19-year-old supply
clerk from Palestine, W.Va., was freed
after nine days in Iraqi hands. Military
officials said she was rescued from an
Iraqi hospital but gave no details of the rescue or her condition.
"Coalition forces have conducted a successful rescue mission of a U.S. Army prisoner of war held captive in Iraq, • Brig.
Gen. Vincent Brooks said at U.S. Central
Command in Qatar. "The soldier has been
returned to a coalition-controlled area."
The developments unfolded as huge
explosions rocked Baghdad, Saddam
Hussein's seat of power and site of repeated bombing in the two weeks of the war.
Plumes of white smoke rose from the
southern end of the Old Palace on the west
bank of the Tigris River, home to a camp
for the Republican Guard.
Saddam- through a spokesman - summoned his country to a "j ihad," or holy
war, against the invaders. But American
and British officials used the occasion to
raise fresh doubts about the fate of a man
seen in public only on videotape since the
war began.
The attack on forces near Karbala
marked the first major ground battle
against Saddam's Republican Guard, and
capped a day of aggressive American and
British military actions.

U.S. to investigate shooting
at southern Iraqi checkpoint
DOHA, Qatar (AP) - The U.S. military
said Thesday it was investigating the shooting deaths of at least seven Iraqi women and
children by U.S. troops at a checkpoint in
southern Iraq a day earlier.
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks said U.S. forces
have been in a state of heightened alert following a suicide attack Saturday that killed
four Americans.
"In all cases in checkpoints and otherwise
we maintain the right to self-defense,•
Brooks told reporters at a briefing at Camp
As Sayllyah. "We've increased vigilance
because of the tactics of Iraqi death squads.
"While we regret the loss of civilian lives,
they remain unavoidable," he said.
A British official said the checkpoint
shooting was a tragedy but doesn't compare
with the deliberate killing of civilians by
Iraqi forces.
"This is a tragedy that's happened as a
res ult of the heat of war, as opposed to the

callous murder and slaughter of the Iraqi
people by Saddam Hussein," Armed Forces
Minister Adam Ingram told Sky News television.
The U.S. military said the soldiers opened
fire Monday when the driver of the van
failed to stop as ordered.
A Washington Post reporter at the scene
said 10 Iraqis in all were killed, including
five young children. In the first moments
after the shooting, an Army captain accused
soldiers of not having fired warning shots
quickly enough.
The soldiers were from the Army's 3rd
Infantry Division, which lost four soldiers
Saturday at another checkpoint when an
Iraqi soldier posing as a taxi driver detonated a car bomb in a suicide attack.
Elsewhere, the Central Command said, an
Iraqi prisoner was shot to death after he
reached for a Marine's weapon while being
questioned.
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Marines staged a nighttime raid on
Nasiriyah, a column of amphibious assault
vehicles rolling into town under a moonless sky - and finding Iraqis had abandoned a huge, walled pollee compound.
In Basra, a city of 1.3 million, warplanes
dropped 500-pound and 1,000-pound laserguided bombs on an Iraqi intelligence complex in an effort to dislodge die-hard
defenders who have kept British forces at
bay for days.
"What you're seeing today on the battlefield in Iraq is a continuation of prepping
the battlefield for a major encounter with
the Republican Guard," said Navy Capt.
Frank Thorp.
Commanders refused to say when that
might come, or whether the attack near
Karbala represented the beginning of a
push toward the capital. But senior
American officials said the ceaseless
pounding on Saddam's elite Republican
Guard was taking its toll. "Some of them
have been degraded to pretty low percentages of combat capability, below 50 percent in ... at least two cases, and we continue to work on them," Gen. Richard Myers,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
at the Pentagon.
Despite the summons to jihad issued in
Saddam's name, British officials said two
would-be suicide attackers had turned
themselves in to troops in Umm Qasr.
"They didn't want to be suicide bombers
any more,• said British Col. Steve Cox. "We
are accommodating them.·
Other British and American officials
said there was a growing list of Iraqi civilians shedding their initial reluctance to
assist forces fighting Saddam's regime.
lh>ops worked to win the trust of Iraqis,
keeping in mind that many still recall
promises of liberation in the 1991 GulfWar
only to find Saddam's forces returned
unhindered when coalition forces withdrew.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Femae bcltender needed a the Icy Mug.
MJst be at least 21 and avaiable 3pm to
1am AWY i1 perscn across tian the
faiga.n:ts. MJst be hEre ttis summer.
---.,..--,-----------,--413
l.a::Wgh9.ITTTU ~ L.a:a rorg am-

Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
4/ 18
A M-E1==cAB:-:O,-LI..,..SM--,-,BR""EA,-KT~H-=-Ro=-UGH!
"I lost 40 LBS in 2 months!"
"Ephedra Free" 1-800-231-5612
4/ 30
CA:-:-L-:-L-N::-:-,0:::-W::-:::!::!! -:C::-::0:-:-N:=-SO=-:L:-::
ID::-A:TED

3 BR 2nd floor of 2 flat. 1409 9th
St. Everything is new. Must see.
$235/ mo/ student, plus utilities.
No pets. No laundry. Call
348.1474 for showing .

1. 2& 3BR<f(S. CHmr..reMcncgmert.
CbJe to canp.lS. 345-6533.

2/ 3 BR HOUSE $220 EA. 1806
11TH. 2 BR HOUSE $250 EA.
1810 JOHNSON. 348-5032

For Rent : 4 BR house fully furnished, 1 block from campus.
1609 1Oth street. $1000 per
month . Call 217-857 -3611

pi¥ Rrrmeii::nTBi:n<3 217.J48.70ll

4/4
NoN--...,..tfu]. -surrrner----salf--=-for=--=Gi1-. -=-Sooi

Resi:tert Call1J! Uri leaders. coonselors, ifegad. and handy persor1
q:Jeri1gs. Camp is kx:cted I1EB" Ottawa.
I. Seasoo n.ns June 15-h.g.lst 2. 2003.
IWlcrlies en:a.raged toappy. Forcqicatmwie orcal: GSTC, 1551 Spernr
Road. .kiet I 00433 or 815-723-3449.
-----,,....----------,--414
9..b.JtmE>pe$tasancpertguam::j.

vaiEJi rrm.re ~ fH!D1 to ltl1 the
9..bJtm Elq:re$ 1i:kft scjes a1l::e i1
Oales1m Trci1 Api and sat lie tt.g..s:.

MARKET RESPONSE in partnership
with WESTAFF is looking for people
just like yoo to be a part of 01.1"
team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED
PAY INCREASES Work around
YOUR schedule with oor new flexible hoors: 5p-9p; 12p-4p or 12:30p9p Business casual atmosphere
Bonus potential Advancement
opportunity Call today to schedule
yoor personal interview: 345-1303
_______________00

ll..isi"d..rescis. ~ a.sare93\{:e E!C. M.abe Cf.ICtii! Ttefri 1Qrn.
4J:m eOOl w:ek d~ and~ !BreS1B:

FOR RENT

M.a ta.e ea::.ebt CXJTTTUi:::cD:J 9<15.
~cl:rran:randsmgw:rl<eft:.

$1otT S<li"g f'.t> w:rl< ct.rrg ~

u

I.OCCIIirS E>at3-tj:b EIJ gcrl S1U:Bt
m.ty ~ cr !d Krl!eOOl:r ~ 10
<Hi; ~IS 9..bJtm E>pe$di:e Cl
1!ill S Fa.r1h SIJeEl Ttefri 10m-:lm

For Rent: Girls only. 2 bedroom
Apt. across from Buzzard.
Starting June 1. call 345-2652.

...,.....,.-==-.,------=------4/4

3 & 4 BR homes. Close to campus
with WI D. No pets. Call 345-9670.

_____________4/ 11

_______________4/4

--------------=-=-=--4/ 4

~

l'«:e. Spri:l..is 3 BR 1-bre
WfJ, CbJetoQrrp..rs. roJES. 345-9267.
--,-...,..---,---,------,,....,414
Housing for 1-5 residents. VARIETY
Lists at 1512 A Street 'Mxx:t Rentals.
Jim 'Mxx:t, Realtor. 345-4489.
-=----------,-----:-:414

--:--::-::---------,-,---,--414
5-6 BR house. 1409 9th st.
House has 6 BRs. but will consider
only
5
students.
Completely
remodeled .
Hardwood floors, ceiling fans.
Must see . $235/mo/ student. plus
utilities. No pets. No laundry. Call
348 .1474 for showing .

4-5 person house for rent 1527
2nd st . Aug 2003- Aug 2004
Ample parking in rear near Lantz.
WI D Call 273-3737

4/4

4/4

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of s p a ce
• Swimming pool
• Volleyb a ll court

~ 0 Across from CarmanHall ~
-?-, ~~
345-6000
I.tt~ 1-t
NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.

.~~

5

~~--

.Jim Wood . Reahor
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Student: o Yes o No

Under classificationof:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Personaccepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment: Check No.

Dates to run:

Ad to read:

30 cents per wordfirst day ad runs. 10 cents per word each oonseruive day
!hereafter. 25 cents per wordfirst day fa students \Wh valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day aftaw<rd. 15 wad minimllll.

DEADLINE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reseiVes the ri!IJt toedt a refuse ads considered li>elous or in bad taste.

,....,..,------,----,------ 4/7
3 BR hoose on 2nd Street New carpet str:Nelnew fridge. Close to park.
close to Stix. $225/person 345-5088

4/7

You'll be sorry...

Park. Stove/ fridge/ washer/dryer
and window A/C unit. Very nice
$300/ person 345-5088

If you rent that DRAFTY, big old
house with HIGH uti lities. CHECK
OUR BILLS!!!

--..,.--------..,.......,--:---·4/8
Female tenants needed for quiet
1.2 BR apts. Very unique. sun
deck, antique floors. Too much to
list! Call 348-0819. Leave message.
,.---,---.,---.,..--:::-::-=:-::--·4/ 8
Now leasing for Fall 2003. Cozy. 1
BR apt. Laundry. $300/ month.
303 1/ 2 Polk. 897-6266
-------,---::----,-,,...,....,..-4/ 9
Now leasing for Fall 200 3, nice
4 BR house next to Morton
Park . Large deck, Laundry.
good parking . $260 each . 8976266
4/ 9

Village
Rentals

Brittany Ridge T~ownhous es - Now

NJJ[fAttJtrf. mAtrArrlllffNr

Time is running

with New Carpet & Vinyl ~ and DSL,

1,2,&3Bedrooms

out!-~

Plln&~~•·~~

Apartments

_______________417
Nice 2 BR with full basement. new
w indows. Stove/ Fridge. Low utilities, $275/ person, 345-5088

2-::B:-::
R,..-:h-o-us-e-ac-ro_s_s7fro-m--:-:M,-orton

phone, cabfe jacks in al'l bedrooms.

Lllncolnwood

--:-:---:---=----:-----4/ 4

Looking for 3 students to rent
house. 1814 12th Street. Walk to
school. Call847 -395-7640

Comfortable, Affordable, Economical
residents
Housing for 3 to 5 1
Pri ~ces from $188 to $251 each
Wow, the luxury life. AJC, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, deck, 2% baths.
No dishwashing, laundromats, or

4LOCATIONS
Close to campus

345-6533

• One 3 bedroom apt
• Two houses left

Call 345-2516
for more info

CAMPUS CLIPS

standing in line for the bathroom.
MICA: Portfolio Workshop on Wednesday. April 2nd at 6pm SHARP! in
the Kansas room of the union. Professor Janell Baxter will show you
how to make a top notch impression on future employers. All should
take advantage of valuable information. Especially seniors!!!

More timg for Playstation 2

PRIDE: Weekly meeting on Wednesday. April 2nd in the Martinsville
room on the union. www.eiu .edu/- eiupride

J i m Wood , R e a l t o r
1512 A St reet. P.O . Box 3 77
C harleston, I L 61920
217 345-448 9- Fax 345-4472

~he New §ork ~imeD

Crossword

ACROSS
1The
Charleses'
canine
5Circus
employee
10Full of energy
14Siick, in conversation
15"1'd walk
for ... "
16Saharan
17Doesn't keep
18Hoarder's
supply
19Provide pro
tern
20Start of a
quote by 53Across,
when asked
to name his
favorite song
23Carbolic acid

24Moving
about
28Quote, part 2
33R.p.m. indicator
36Lacks, in
brief
37Go for the
gold?
38Nickname of
radio shock
j ock Greg
"Hughes
39Monte
40Chops. e.g.
41 Bobby on
the ice
42Siur over
43Rainbows,
e.g.
44End of the
quote
48What "dis" is
49Self-assured

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA: Business Meeting tonight at 5:30pm in the
Effingham Room. Please remember to wear pin attire.
CH RISTIAN CAM PU S HOUSE: Wednesday Night Bible Study tonight
at 7pm at the Christian Campus House. Everyone is welcome.
MINORITY TEACHER EDU CATION ASSOCIATION: Resume writing
workshop. Thursday. April 3rd from 6-6:50 pm in room 1430 in Buzzard,
computer lab next to the lTC.

Edited by Will Shortz

No.021 9

53Speaker of
the quote
58Chamber
phenomenon
61 TV P,roducer
Spelling
62Verve
63Channel
marker
64Amount
wagered
65"Fashion
Emergency"
host
66Buzzers
67High bridge
card
68Talk back to

DOWN
1"Get
on
yourseriT''
2~1uggard 's
Sin

3Share with
the church
ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE 4Green liqueur
5Angler's gear
6Nanjing
nanny
7Fiexible mineral
8Like some
textbook
publishing
91tem of 5Down
~~~~~ 100vershoe
*~~~
11 Lode load
~~~ 12Card player's
shout

13Like all
primes but
one
21 Kabuki kin
221920's chief
justice
25Put darts
into, as a
garment
26Singer Hayes
27Carries on
29The Andes,
e.g.
30Start to go?
31 Speck on a
map
32 Rock's Brian

51 Dutch
treats?
52Units of
force
54Talk (over}
55 Expanding
y
grp.
39Middle of the 56011ie's human
second cenfriend
tury
57" The
40Early shows
Mikado"
character
42Hence
58Fiow's part45Relishes
ner
46Game one
59"
The Hustler"
+
47H , e.g.
prop
501 965 march GOG round
city
breaker

33Characters in
eels
34Patriots' Day
month
35
Approximate!

Wednesday, April 2, 2003
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Stevens:

Smoker deserves a second
chance at life
CO NTINUED FROM PA GE 12

the rug.
America loves to put people on

pedestals and then knock them back down
to Earth. This Is why I hope that on Aug.
30, at home against Western Michigan,
Jeff Smoker walks into Spartan Stadium
as the starting quarterback.
You see, the only difference between
Smoker and a person like myself, Is if I
make a mistake I don't get to rectify it in
front of 70,000 people who were ready to
kick me out of town.

Top Cat:

Pignatiello has
records in reach
CON TINUE D FROM PAGE 12

However, Pignatlello has
only 22 RBis because the bases

are usually empty when the
senior comes to the plate.
"It would be nicer to have
people on base when I hit
(home runs) and get more
RBis," Pignatlello said.
Pignatiello still loves to play
the game, and wants to be in
the batter's box in situations

that would give Panther fans
heart attacks.
"I love the thrill of a win, but
I really don't like the games
where you win
21-6,"
Pignatlello said. "I like the 9-8
games where it comes down to
the end because of the adrenaline rush."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATE S

Now leasing for Fa11 2003. Roomy.
4 BR house. nice shaded patio.
Good parking. 731 4th street .
$225/ person 897-6266
4/9
3-=B-=R--:ho_u_se_l::--:lc:-12::-:-b-:loc--:-k--:-from

2 BR money saver @ $190/ person . Cable & water incl. Don't
miss it. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.
5/ 2
B-=R-=IT=TA_N_Y--:-R-::
ID-::G-::E-:T::cO:-W""'N-H"""Oo-U· S-

Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus . Several
1.2&3 BR apts. 3 BR. houses
ava ilable. Sorry No Pets!
348.0006

campus (11 15 Fourth). We mow.
furnish trash pick up . Plenty of
parking. Call Martha at Coldw ell
Banker 348-0191 or 232-2873.
4/ 10
4 B
= R-:-h-u-seo
. W:-:-:-:/D=-,...,b,...a_s_e_m_e-nt. 10

ES, NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSUphone/ cable outlets . Best
floor plan. best prices! 345.4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

Leasing Fall 2003. 4 BR house, 3
blocks from Old Main. 2 baths.
WI D, large closets, low utilities.
10 or 12 Month Lease. Must see
to appreciate. 234-8774 or 2464748.

ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash. laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner. 11 11 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
______________00

Comfy. large 2 BR house. All
rooms w ith DSL. cable. phone
jacks. New A/ C . f urnace, and
d ishwasher. WI D. trash/mowing included. Nice yard . 24/7
maint. 10-1 2 month appliances
and window s. Low utilit ies.
Off-street parking. Steel doors
w ith deadbolts. JWheels 3463583

Do you need a roommate for a UCOURT apt for next year? If so,
call Jason @ 581.2792
4/ 4
R-=o-=o-=M::-M-:cA:::
T=E -....,N:::E"'
E7D=
E D=---·for
Summer Semester! $250/mo for
own room w/ sink. Extremely
c lose to campus. For more info
call Steve @ 345.2765
4/ 8
R_o_o_m_m_a-te-w-an-t-e""'d7fo-r-=2-=bed-cro.o m

or 12 month lease. near campus
Call 348-7563
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 10
5 BR house w/ garage. 1/ 2 block
from MLK Union, 10 mo. lease.
$240/ mo. each person, deposit
$1200. Call 276-6021.
4/ 11
Grea-t=-3=BR=-at-,1""05:::9:-::1-::-001-:--stree_t_een-=-tra1

Nr. trash paid. dstMtasher. WID. $270
per person. Cal Rob 348-8650.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 11

Fall 2003: Close to campus . 2
blocks to Union. 2 blocks to Old
Main. 1/ 2 Block to SRC. 5 BR
house. WI D. CA w/ heat pump.
Low utilities. Plenty of parking.
Nice yard. $225/ person. 348.0614
.,-::--..,-----,-----4115
3 BR. 2 bath house 2 blks from
campus. WI D. AIC. $250 each.
Fall 03. 348.8286 after 6pm.
----::-:-:--:---=-::-:=:-4/ 15
Now available for Fall 2003, studio apt. $260/ month . Includes
heat. w ater. & trash. 411 Harrison.
897-6266.
----:--..,..---,:-:-:-,---4/ 16
Now leasing for Fall 2003, roomy
4 bedroom house. Nice patio.
good parking. 731 4th .$225
each . 897-6266.
--..,..----,,......,...__--=--:4/ 16
1 block from Old Mail. 5&6 BR
homes, 3 BR apts. remodeled house
for 2. WI D $250/ person. 549-1521
---=---=---::-:-::-:----,--4118
For Rent-Fall 2003: 4 BR house
with w /d. Walk to campus . Lawn
care and trash included. $820 per
month. Call 815-575-0285.
-::-::----,--...,..----4/ 18
2 BR partially furnished apt on
square. Available now or Fall.
$360/ month total. 10 or 12 month
lease. 345-4336
4/ 18
7
FA7L:-L-:2:-::
0703:--:6:-::B-=c
R--:-:-H0:-:-U
S=-:E . 3
BATHS, NEWLY REMODELED.
C/A, WI D, DECK. $250/ ROOM.
345-6210 OR 962-0069
---::---:--:---::----:,..---:::-4/ 19
Homes for fall 3.4.5 BR W/ D, CI A.
trash paid within 2 blocks of campus 345-3253

4121

3 =-B=R-=A-=
P=T-:-L-::
O:-::C:-::A=
JE
=:D::-:-AT
=--=
2=02 1/ 2
6TH ST. CARPETED. NEW
KITCHEN . BATH WITH SHOWER.
AIC, WASHER & DRYER. CALL
345.7522 AFTER 5:30 345.9462
::::-:-----::--:-:---::-:-.,......-:-4/ 30
2 BRApartments. CIA. 2blocksfrom
campus. Call 345-9636 after 6pm
4/ 30
4 B=:R::-:-:H-=o""u-=
s-=E.-1=-1"'t""27b-at7h-s.-w-alk to
Buzzard.
345 .4489,
Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood. Realtor.
-::-::-:--::-=----,--....,...---5/ 2
NEAT 3 BR house for 3 quiet residents. Fresh carpet. vinyl. cabinets. Washer/ dryer, a/ c . $630
month. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.
-::-::--.,..,,..-,-,:-=----=--:-5/ 2
3 BR HOUSE. 1 block to Stadium.
w /d, central a/c. $630 month.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood. Realtor.
5/ 2
3-=-B=-R...,h_o_u_s_e-=~:-or--=
3...,-4,....-=,:-:-b:-loc-..,.k to
EIU, c lose to Stix, Krackers. etc.
Ugly. but mechanically sound.
$630 month. 345.4489. Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood. Realtor.
.- ::----:---:---::---:=--:-5/ 2
Grad student, faculty. staff. Apts
for 1 person, c lose to EIU. $300350. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.
--,------.,----,--.,---512
2 BR apt. 1/ 2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl. central a/c. $230/ person. 345.4489. Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 2

-:::-:,.-,...---,-------5/ 2
4 BR house for 4, great 10th St
location, 1 1/ 2 baths, a/c .
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood. Realtor.
- - - - . . . , - - - - , . - - - - 5/ 2
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/ mo. Cable TV & water incl.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood. Realtor.
-=-=----.,------,,..,·5/ 2
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/ 12
months. water incl. Low utilities.
AIC, coin laundry. ample parking.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood. Realtor.
5/ 2
G-=R-=E.,..,AT=-L-=o-=C.,.,AT=-10=-N-:--.,N......
IN""
T-,.H/-LINCOLN ONE. 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1.2.3
BR. OFF-STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215
5/ 5
Bu-=z-=-zA.,..,R=-=D=-----=s"'
T,...,u-=D-=E-NTS.
Lincolnw ood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

___________________00

3 & 4 BR APTS FOR FALL. 10 OR
12 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS.
348-8305

----=~=----------=~00

Large 7 BR house with 2 living
rooms. 2 bathrooms, 2 kitchens.
basement with laundry. Trash and
lawn service paid. 6 to 7 people.
11 month lease. 348-8305.

00

SU""'M-M--=-ER=--M"""IN....,.I-=s-=T-=-o-=-RA--G""E=-.-M--in.3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746
-=-=:----:-::-=-:----:--:--=--:-.,.-00
4 BR apt. $225 each. 1/ 2 block
from campus.Trash inc luded.
Plenty of free parking. 345-6967

___________________00

Nice 5 BR 2 bath house 2 blocks
from campus. CI A. Free w asher
and dryer. Low utilities. Private
backyard. We mow. Trash included. $245 each. 345-6967

___________________00

AVAILABLE AUG 1 ON THE
SQUARE. EXTRA NICE. 1 BR
APT. C/A, CARPETED. DISH WASHER. ALSO AVAILABLE 1 &
3 BR HOUSES. CALL 345-4010

___________________00

2 BR apt for Fall. 218 3rd st. 11
mo. lease. Pets allow ed. 348.8305

___________________00

------:::-~:-=-=--:-:::::-:---00

--~-=-----~----~00
·

4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, AIC &

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON.
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
DSU ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
______________00

WI D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273

~~-----------=----00

2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled, no pets. trash &
w ater furnished . $235 per student . 235-0405.

-...,.~---.,.----=--=~--=-~00

Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Properties has clean 3 BR homes
& townhouses available beginning
June 1st. All partially or fully furnished & close to campus. restaurants/shopping. PETS CONSIDERED. Call 51 2.9341 days or
345.6370
evenings.
Leave
Message.

~---,...----------=-~00
·

1210 Division. House for Rent .
Across from Peterson Park. 4 BR.
bat h,
large
backyard .
2
$100/ month total ($250 each) Call
235.0939

~--~--=---=-~-=--=-~00

NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice.
brick house. Excellent Location . 8
people, $250/ person. 345.0652.
leave message

--7-:::=:----~--=~--~oo

Nice 1 BR apt with office space.
Excellent location. $350 per
month. Call 345-0652.

00

ST=-1-LL--=-s--M""E......
LL
-=TH-=-E-N"'E_,.W-c-=-o-=-·N ST RUCTION! 1 BR/ 1 BATH
apt . @ 117 W. Polk w / stove.
refrig .
micro,
dishw asher.
Trash
paid .
w asher/ dryer.
$450/ single . $275 ea/ 2 adults.
348-77 46. w ww.c harlestoni lapts.com

00

3 -=-B-LO=-c=-K-:S--F::-:R-:0,.-M-=-EI_U_@
--,-,200"""""1.S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet
your needs. Furn.@ $435/ single.
$50012 adults. Unfurn. @$395/ single. $46012 adults. Stove, refrig.
micro, laundry room . Trash paid.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts .com

00

CL--o=-s=-=E=--=T-=o--=-s--Ho-=--=-pp=-1-N-=G! -1-=-3·0 5
18th Street . 2 BR apts w / st ove,
refrig. micro. laundry. Will meet
your
needs.
$395/ single.
$460/ 2 adults. Trash included.
348- 77 46
www.charlestoni lapts.com

----------------~00

N 0 N sEQuITuR

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161.
______________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,

WI D. Available Spring & Fa11 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7 530
00

SE""'I-,TS=-I-N-=-G-=-ER=--A-=P"'T-=S-1 6=-1--1~9TH

STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
GARBAGE
FURNISHED.
9
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136

~,...-----------=-----00

2 BR townhouse apt. furnished,
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350
00
FA.-:-L-:-L-:0:-:::3-:-2:--=:B:R:c-::
F::-:U""R""N-:A:-::P=
T-:$:-::235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
___________________00
3 BR house, no pets. 1 yr lease.
A/ C, furnished w ith garage.
$250/ per student 235-0405

~-----------=---=-~00

---=-~-------------00
·

Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL cable, phone j acks. All new
appliances
and
windows.
Covered front porch . New AIC
and furnace. Low utilities. Trash
and mowing included. Off-street
lighted parking . Steel doors with
deadbolts. 24-7 maint. 10-1 2
mo!lease. 4 min to EIU. JWheels
346-3583

:-:::-::~---=~=----~--~00

LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
w it h NEW DSL. cable, phone
jacks and fans, WI D. CI A. furnaces. dishw asher, refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24/7
maint.
10-1 2
mo!lease. 4 min to EIU. mowing
and trash included. JWheels 3463583
00
HU.-:-G
= E-:4-:B::-:R=--:-ho_u_s_e-w""i""'th-B
=-1:-:G:-c--:lo,sets! 3 new baths. all rooms w ith
DSL. cable, phone jacks and
fans. New WI D. A!C, 24/7 maint.
10-12 mo/ lease/ All new windows, off-street lighted parking.
Great front porch and deadbolts
on doors! 4 minutes to EIU.
Mowing and trash included.
JWheels 346-3583

~.....-=-----=---=~~~00
·

$299/ MO. INCLUDES HEAT.
WATER. & TRASH. ABOVE
MOM' S. DAVE 345-2171. 911 am .

NICE APTS STILL AVAILABLE!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates. trash, off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.
___________________00

Leasing summer for 10-12 month.
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts. furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.

BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
For 4-5 persons, central air,
dishwasher,
w asher/ dryer.
garbage disposal. 2 1/2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246-3083
00
RO"'Y-A,-L-H-:E:-IG=-H-=T=-=s--A.,..,P=-=T-=s-:15::-:09-:-,
S.

NIC E. 2 BR apts still avail. for next
year. $225 -$300/ person. Good
locations. good condition, locally
owned. locally maintained. No
pets. 345-7286

2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 3463583

Nice 4 bedroom house. 2 baths,
semi-furnished, AIC and dishw asher. Trash paid . 11 month
lease. $245 per month plus utilities. Call 348-8641 after 5pm .
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____;4/ 22
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Male sublessor needed for 6
months. $200/month. Call 345.5412
00

PERSONALS
Come
to
MOTHERS
open
Thursday 9pm to lam. Best drink
specials in town! BIGGEST party of
the weekend. DON"T M ISS OUT.
4/ 3
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FRATERNITIES.SORORITIES.CLUB
s·sTUDENT GROUPS· Eam $1-

2,000 Ills semester Wt:h a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fi..rrl'aisilg
event Our progarns make fi..rrl'aisilg
easy Wt:h no risks. Fl..l'rl'aisilg dates
are fili1g qLickly. so get Wt:h the program!
It
works.
Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888.923.3238,
or vist www.campusfiJ'ldraisel:com
4/ 3
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SENIORS! If you are interested i1 a
yearbook of your senior year. and
are not sure how to pick it up, come
to the Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall. and for
only $4 w e w il mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581 -2812 for more information.

----------------~00

BY WILEY MILLER

Nice 4 BR house w / office.
Excellent location . Near Lantz.
Call 345-0652.
House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 show ers, air, WI D. off-street parking.
202.4456

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd . Call 346-3583
00

SENIORS! If you are interested i1 a
yearbook of your senior year. and
are not sure how to pick it up, come
to the Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall. and for
only $4 w e w il mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581 -2812 for more information.
00

3 BR house for rent for Fall 2003.
Good location WI D & AC. trash,
off street parking. no pets. 3457286.
___________________00

2 BR house next to Morton Park.
Available for $375/ month. Pets
are welcome. 235-3373 or 3485427

apartment. $260 a month. Call
Jennifer at 317-9019
- - - - -...............,....,..,,---419
Roommates w anted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
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houses. Great locations, close to
campus. 24n maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583
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houses, DSL wiring. central air. ceililg
fans, cable/phone jacks. 24n maint
10 or 11 112 month lease, WID.
newer appliances. Call 346-3583

--------~--=~~---00

Newly recarpeted, 1.2.3 BR apts on
campus. Call Lindsay at 348-1 479

~~--=--~------~00

SPACIOUS, 1 BR apt across from
EIU At 1542 4th St. All elec. cent.
Air. Good c loset Space. Trash &
parking included . Ideal for mature
student or couple. Availabilities
for June & August. 345-7286.

--,-----,--:::-~-=-=-:~:-:00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within w alking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

___________________00
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BY AARON MCGRU DER

I'M AARON IIROWN. ll-US

11-lERE SORE IS A LOT

IS CNN. WE'RE TALK ING
TO ONE Of OUR IIRAVE
CORRESPONDENTS IN IRAQ.

OF IIRAVERY -· IN "GU.

fiEUO?

MY FRIEND.
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SO FTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

Panthers
regroup

Big Blue Classic
comes to O'Brien
+ Big Blue Classic only home meet in 2003 season
By Michael Gilbert

+ Struggling team wants turnaround

STAFF WRITER

By Lamon Woods
STAFF WR ITER

The Eastern softball team will look to regroup
after a rough weekend Wednesday as they play host
to the University of Illinois.
Panther head coach Lloydene Searle knows a victory will take a lot more than what the team displayed last weekend.
"In our last game, we scored three runs on just
three hits," Searle said. "We will need to swing the
bats (more) freely and restore some confidence
back into our hitting game."
Searle believes going back to details in practice
will soon prove well for the Panthers.
"As coaches, we will continue to put our team
through basic physical as well as mental drills in
preparation for Wednesday and the upcoming
weekend," Searle said. "We have shown in prior
games that we can hit the ball well; now it's a matSTEPH EN HAAS / ASSOC IATE PHOTO ED ITOR
ter of us getting over the hump, and bringing it to Junior shortstop Kari Hagerty throws to first base.
the game."
The Panthers have struggled this season, but hope to
If the Panthers plan on stealing a couple from a improve this week when they face non-conference
very stingy Fighting Illini team, big efforts will be foe Illinois State and Ohio Valley Conference rival
needed out of freshman right fielder, and leading Tennessee-Martin.
hitter Cassandra North (.278 avg, .352 slg percentage) and junior third baseman Karl Hagerty (.254
"We are looking for confidence, and playing well
avg, .254 slg percentage) .
against U of I will definitely help us," Searle said.
Senior pitcher Kristen Becker (2.99 ERA) is like- "The OVC is anyone's ball game, and we would like
ly to start, but because of an injury to junior pitch- to be confident going into this weekend, and facing
er Trish Sanders, many pitchers, including Hagerty Tennessee-Martin."
,could see action as well.
The Panthers are currently 0-3 in OVC play, while
The Panthers will need one of their better pitch- Tennessee-Martin is 4-2. The two teams meet April
ing outings as they prepare to face one of the best 5 and 6 at Martin, Tenn., as conference play
batting teams in the Big Ten. Shortstop Rachelle resumes.
Coriddi (.382, .416 slg percentage) leads the talentWhile the Panthers go into the rest of this week
ed Illini order, along with catcher Janna Sartin! and into the weekend with high hopes, and will need
(.344, .541 slg percentage) .
big efforts out of many players. Searle knows pracWhile Searle knows a tough task awaiting her tice alone isn't always the answer for success.
team Wednesday, she sees this game as good prepa"Practice doesn't make perfect," Searle said.
ration for the upcoming Ohio Valley Conference "Perfect practice makes perfect, and that is what
we will need for the rest of this week.•
season.

O'Brien Stadium will play host
to its lone track and field event
this season this Thursday as the
tradition-rich "Big Blue Classic"
begins at 9 a.m.
According to women's head
coach Mary Wallace, the Big Blue
Classic is one of the most important track and field events of the
year because it is the only home
meet.
"It's not the biggest event of the
year because that is saved for the
conference meets, • Wallace said.
"Our athletes do look forward to
it. Anytime a student-athlete can
perform in front of a home crowd
it is important. •
Because of the familiarity of
the home track, the Big Blue
Classic is an event that can produce personal or season best runs
for the athletes.
In the 2001 classic, then-sophomore James Benson had one of his
better meets of the year. The
Champaign native had his fastest
100-meter dash time (10.64 seconds) of the season and impressed
in the prelims with a time of 10.83.
Jarrod Macklin had an equally
impressive day back in April of
2001. As a sophomore, Macklin
posted his personal best in the
200-meter dash with a winning
time of 20.90. He also put up his
fourth-fastest time of the season
in the 400-meter dash with a 48.21
finish.
On the women's side, sophomore Nicole Millici was the star of
the 2001 'Classic.' The middle-distance runner finished second in

the 800-meter dash with a time of
two minutes 17.80 seconds, just
over three seconds off WisconsinMilwaukee's Dot McMahon's
track record time of2:13.57.
Now seniors, Benson, Macklin
and Millici will all be back at the
"Big Blue Classic" this weekend
to try to eclipse those times and
set new records. Wallace hopes
that running on the home track
will bring out the best the
Panthers have.
"It's possible that the athletes
could do their season's best,"
Wallace said. "But it is only the
second meet (of the outdoor season) so we're looking for our best
performances at conference. It's
not something we expect, but we
do expect them to perform well.·
The Panthers usually do perform well at the "Big Blue
Classic" and one of the reasons
why is the partisan home crowd.
Wallace is looking forward to a big
turnout from the Eastern faithful
to help lead the Panthers to another strong finish.
"Definitely, the crowd plays a
role in how the team does,"
Wallace said. "Anytime you can
perform in front of a home crowd
it is much easier on the team."
The Panthers will enjoy the
home-track advantage because of
the tough competition coming to
Charleston. Athletes from the following universities; Indiana State,
Illinois State, Ball State, Western
Illinois, Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Bradley are all slated to appear.
"It will be exciting," Wallace
said. "There will be a Jot of great
competitors.•
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Contact Student
Publications
@ 581-2812
to set up your
photography
appointment
today OR to find
out how to
submit your
own photo.

Don't miss your chance to
have your RSO's picture
in this years yearbook.
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BASEBALL

Redbirds:

There's something about Olney Central
+ Four of Eastern's top
players came to the team
from samejun ior col lege
By Jamie Hussey
STAFF WRI TER

There must be something In the
air, the water or maybe even the

Infamous white squirrels In Olney
that help to mold great baseball
players.
Four players presently playing
for Eastern's baseball team are
from Olney Central College; senIors Infielder Aaron Shelbourne,
pitcher Micah Gray and outfielder
Kirk Walters and j unior Infielder
Kyle Haines. Former Eastern player Ben Duke also took the j ourney
from Olney Central to Eastern.
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
said there are a lot of j unior colleges In Illinois, but Olney Central
is one of the best.
Olney head coach DenrLis Conley
an Eastern graduate, Is originally
from Charleston and a driving
force behind the transfers from
Olney.
"It starts with them," Conley
said. "Those are four kids that have
put a lot of time and energy to do
something here. They all got great
opportunities to play at Eastern and
hopefully some of the things we
taught them here will carry over to
the next level."
All the players from Olney have
taken something with them from
Conley.
Shelbourne said he really
admires Conley.
"Conley Is an older guy, but I
think he works really well with people," Shelbourne said. "He is a real
people person, and he is easy to
approach."
Shelbourne said Conley helps
finding a place for his players to go
and helps them with the transition
from j unior college to a different
school.
Haines said he also learned a lot
from Conley.
"He does a good job getting the
best out of his players every day.
He teaches them to win every
game," Haines said.
Haines said Conley always told
his players not to worry about what
went on In the past -just to let It go
because It's the past.
Haines said It's a big change
going from a junior college to a
Division I school.

"He really helps everybody
move on, and he tries to help everyone play somewhere after Olney,"
Haines said. "He really does a good
job preparing you to move to the
next level."
Walters said Conley taught them
how to play the right way; taught
them to play hard.
"That Is how we all play, we get
fired up," Walters said. "I think all
four of us do admire him, Conley Is
a good coach.•
Gray also said Conley helps to
prepare his players for the next
level.
"I just think Conley prepares his
players to go on and play the next
level, he prepares you mentally and
physically and with every aspect of
the game, • Gray said.
Gray said Conley knows he Is
probably one of the smartest coaches he has ever played under.
When It comes to the players
both coaches are Impressed at the
degree of skill and
dedication.
"I notice the players from Olney
know the game better; one thing
Conley does well is teach the game,
and these guys are all really competitive," Schmitz said.
"All the guys are unselfish and
when you get guys that come from
winning programs It makes It better to be a coach,· Schmitz said.
This season, the four players
from Olney Central are displaying
what they have learned from
Conley with their performance and
attitude on the field.
Shelbourne's move from short
stop to first base has been a prime
example.
"Shelbourne has accepted the
change of going from starting short
stop last year to starting first base
this year," Schmitz said. "He Is willIng to do whatever we think Is
needed to win this Ohio Valley
Conference tournament. •
Haines a been a steady producer
at the top of the Panthers' lineup.
"Haines has a guy who can get on
base with a single and maybe even
hit a double or a home run,"
Schmitz said.
Conley said Haines has a tremendous work habit and puts In a lot of
time.
"I have not coached anyone better than Haines who worked so
hard wanting to Improve himself, •
Conley said. "Any success he gets
Is very much deserved.·
Conley said Haines Is a very

Offense provides
bright SJX>t in loss
CO NTINUE D FROM PA GE 12

games this past weekend, the
Panthers scored nine more
against the Redbirds.
National Player of the Week
senior catcher Bret Plgnatiello
went 2-for-5 With his lOth home
run of the season, moving him
Into a five-way tie for Eastern's
all-time lead In career home
runs with 28.
Senior right fielder Kirk
Walters also batted 2-for-5 with
a home run and drove In three
RBis.
But outside of Eastern's top
four hitters In the order (senior
shortstop Kyle Haines, j unior
second baseman Chris Uhle,
Pignatiello
and
Walters) ,
Eastern mustered just three
hits.
After a pair of scoreless
Innings to start the game,
Eastern cracked the scoreless
tie In the top of the third with a
pair of runs, but Illinois State
answered with three runs of Its
own In the bottom half of the
Inning.

The Redbirds extended their
lead to 6-2 In the fourth, but
Eastern tied the game In the
fifth with four runs only to lose
the lead In the sixth when the
Redbirds added two more runs
to their total.
"I was very happy with the
way we kept coming back, •
Schmitz said. "The offense is
really starting to come together."
Eastern held a brief 9-8 lead
at the seventh Inning stretch,
but the Redbirds tagged senior
reliever Nathan Stone for three
unearned runs In the seventh.
Sophomore Jason Pinnell
relieved Stone In the eighth, but
allowed five runs (four earned)
while recording one out before
freshman Mike Bouchez came
In to get the Panthers out of the

COLI N MCAU LI FFE / PHO TO EDIT OR

Olney Central College has produced four players who have made an
impact on Eastern's roster. From left to right: senior infielder Aaron
Shelbourne, senior outfielder Kirk Walters, junior infielder Kyle Haines and
senior pitcher Micah Gray.
skilled, hard worker.
Gray was Eastern's No. 3 pitcher
last year until Schmitz moved him
to a different spot this year.
"I moved him to an Important
relief role, and he accepted that In a
position where he could have
balked he got us over the hump,•
Schmitz said. "Like In game one
Sunday."
Schmitz said by the time the season Is over, Gray will be very
Important In his relief role.
"Gray is a pitcher that has to rely
on his ability to compete. He has
strong arms and good throws, but
his biggest attribute Is to compete;
he Is not going to back down from
anyone," Conley said.
Schmitz said Walters Is the reason senior catcher/Infielder Bret
Plgnatiello Is having such a good
year
"Walters has been really hot and
you don't want to pitch to him so
you have to pitch to Plgnatiello,•
Schmitz said.

Conley said Walters is a great
athlete with a good attitude toward
the game.
"When he is good, he is really
good and hopefully he finds that up
there and It leads It to great things,·
Conley said.
Players struggle with the adjustments when they have to go from a
j unior college to a Division I or different level of school.
The transition was easier for
these players because of the players they already knew from Olney.
Haines came one year after the
other three players and said he had
an easier transition because of
them.
"It really helps to come Into the
program knowing some of the
guys; It helps you adapt to the other
team members, • Haines said.
Gray said It Is pretty cool having
his former Olney teammates
around
"We can go aside and talk about
things we did at Olney,· Gray said.

Inning.

The Panther will have a
chance to redeem themselves
Wednesday when they host
Chicago State University.
Schmitz has a plan to get his
pitchers on the right path.
"There's not a lot of focus
with pitching right now,"
Schmitz said. "I'm just pitching
about everybody tomorrow
j ust to get them back on the
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Happy 21st Laurie!!

Announces New Hours
By Appointm ent Only
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Tuesday- Friday<> 10 am- 9 pm
Phone: 581-7148
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If you have any questions,
please call 581-3616.
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Better late than neverat least we know it was
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Love, The Peach Pit
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Getting
another shot
for success
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p.m.

Coaches"

Softball vs. llhno1s (2)
2 p.m. Williams Field
MIW Track host Big Blue Classic
O'Brien Stadium
O'Brien Stadium
MIW Track host Big Blue Classic

Redbirds fly
by Eastern
in 16-9 game

Matt Stevens

SH STEVENS
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BASEBALL

HEAT

I want to commend Michigan
State University for giving a
young man a second chance.
New head football coach
John L Smith opened up spring
practices March 22 with 17
starters off a 4-8 team, but welcomed back with open arms
senior quarterback Jeff
Smoker.
Smoker started off the 2002
season as a darkhorse candidate for the Heisman 'Ihlphy
and started the first seven
games before being suspended
for the final five games for violating team rules. Thn days
later, his family announced he
was seeking treatment for
abuse of an unspectfled substance.
After his parents press conference, rumors and j okes
about Smoker ran wild around
campus including the obvious
jab that his last name somehow
fit
Smoker decided to stay in
school and focus on getting his
life back in order which included drug treatment and total
focus on academics.
However, in early January,
Smoker was told that he would
be given a chance to be reinstated on the football team for
his final season.
After hearing the news,
Smoker has spent this winter
attending classes, study ing
Smith's new spread offense and
working out intensely with
strength coaches.
The fact of the matter is
Michigan State is doing a good
thing here by giving a college
senior the opportunity to make
up for an embarrassing s ituation for on many levels for
many people. Most people
aren't that fortunate.
Fact: Jeff Smoker is a 21year-old kid who made a mistake. Those of you who are perfect, please step forward.
Fiction: Jeff Smoker is a bad
person. ~The kid has a good
heart," Smith said. "If you have
a bad heart, we're not going to
waste our time. •
Fact: Jeff Smoker is trying to
put his life back together into
the routine that he was accustomed to before his substance
abuse problem. That routine
included playing football.
"This has been a great day
and the happiest that I have felt
in a long, long time," Smoker
said after his first practice
since last October.
I don't like to make bold predictions about what somebody 's
next move will be in this s ituation because I'm usually disappointed.
I believe Smoker will be fine
because he has all the good
things going for him. A supportive family, a university
willing to back him up (that's
rare) and a team that wants
him back in the fold.
It's interesting though. I
found this story hidden as the
fifth story under ESPN College
Football. Smoker's demise was
front page news, but his relative recovery was swept under

Baseball vs. Chicago State

+ Eastern outscored by
Illinois State in 76-9 loss
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS EDITOR

STEP HEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Sophomore pitcher Jason Pinnell warms up before a game. Pinnell was
not immune to Illinois State's explosive offense. Pinnell yielded five runs
(four earned) in 1/3 of an inning of relief work.

Pronouncing Illinois State designated hitter Scott Bialobreski's
name wasn't the only problem
Eastern pitchers had Thesday at
Redbird Field.
The right-handed sophomore was
a perfect 3-3 at the plate, including
one walk With all three of his hits
flying over the outfield fence. He
collected eight RBis for the day and
crossed home four times leading
the Redbirds {8-13) to a 16-9 win
over the Panthers {8-14).
"We were j ust not making too
many quality pitches," Eastern
head coach Jim Schmitz said. "We
were j ust leaving them over the
plate. Pitching needs to make better
pitches or it's going to be a long
year. We are creating situations that
make it more difficult to be successful."

Bialobreski, who has only started
in 11 oflllinois State's 21 games, had
not homered in any of his previous
38 at-bats this season and came into
the game with a .211 batting average.
It was the bottom half of the
Redbirds' lineup that killed the
Panthers. The No. 6 hitter in the
order, senior third baseman Lance
McMillan, was 2-for-3 with three
runs scored. McMillan was followed by j unior catcher Greg
Blaesing {three runs scored),
Bialobreski and sophomore shortstop Chris Shepherd (3-5 With an
RBI and a run scored).
Senior second baseman Jon
Peacock provided offense from the
top of the Redbirds' lineup hitting a
home run and driving in three runs.
He also pitched two innings of
relief.
The bright spot for the Panthers
was their offense managed to stay
hot After racking up 42 runs in four
SH REDB IRDS
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TOP CAT

"I don't feel pressure to lead the team in hitting. It'sjust a job that I have to do. " - Bret Pignatiello

•

g, talking hit machine

+ After smashing five home runs in four games, senior catcher Bret Pignatiello has garnered several awards

+ Editors mte: 1bp Cat ts a weekly
series taking an tn-<iepth look at
Eastern's top athlete Jium the previous week. Wlnners are selected just
once. Selecttons are made by The
Dally Eastern News sports staff

By Matt Williams and Matthew Stevens
STAFF WR ITERS

Bret Pignatiello definitely walks,
talks and hits like the team captain
of Eastern's baseball team should.
"Leadership wise, he's as competitive as we get, but I'm more
impressed With how he's handled
himself at the plate, • Eastern head
coach Jim Schmitz said.
Pignatiello became the first
Eastern player to receive National
Player of the Week accolades after
batting .524 (11-21) and hitting five
home runs in six games last week
against Saint Louis, Indiana State
and Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne.
The impressive stretch has lifted
Pignatiello's average 54 points to
.346 and if the Panthers power hitter keeps this powers surge up he
could be the third player to finish
the season at .400 or above since
Eastern joined the Ohio Valley
Conference in 1996.
"I don't feel pressure to lead the
team in hitting. It's j ust a j ob that I
have to do,• Pignatiello said.
After lettering in football, basketball and baseball at Andrew High
School in Tinley Park, Pignatiello
had many schools looking to receive
his services, but choose Eastern
mostly because of Schmitz.
"I had a couple offers form some
other places and coach Schmitz
gave me a good offer,· Schmitz said.
The key to his breakout senior

season would be Schmitz's decision
to start the season switching
Pignatiello and senior outfielder
Kirk Walters in the meat of the batting order.
"Last year I batted fourth and I
don't think I saw as many good
pitches to hit,• Pignatiello said.
"With Kirk behind me its sort of like
a safety blanket because who wants
to walk the three hitter to get to the
four hitter?"
The family bloodline is very
strong in the Pignatiello family
when it comes to talent on the diamond including a father that played
at Carroll College, while cousin
Carmen Pignatiello is currently a
left-handed pitcher for the Lansing
Lugnuts which is the A affiliate of
the Chicago Cubs organiZation.
Like all proficient power hitters,
Pignatiello has a specific game plan
when entering the batters box.
"I know as a left handed hitter,
when (the pitcher) gets ahead of me
that's when they try to throw
change ups,· Pignatiello said.
After hitting his l Oth home run of
the season Thesday against Illinois
State in the Panthers 23rd game of
the season, Pignatiello has 32 more
games to hit 11 home runs to tie
Eastern's career home run lead of
39 set by Matt Marzec 1996-2000).
The home run that would break the
career record would also tie the single-season record of 22 by Tim
Pyznarski (1981).
Pignatiello only needs to raise his
career batting average five points
to .318 in order to crack the lbp 10
in career batting average at
Eastern.
SH TOP CAT
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Senior catcher Bret Pignatiello had a monster weekend smashing five
home runs bringing him closer to school records. His performance so for
this year is proving him worthy of his team captain role.

